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Americans at the Gate
2008-09-15

unlike the 1930s when the united states tragically failed to open its doors to europeans fleeing nazism the
country admitted over three million refugees during the cold war this dramatic reversal gave rise to intense
political and cultural battles pitting refugee advocates against determined opponents who at times successfully
slowed admissions the first comprehensive historical exploration of american refugee affairs from the
midcentury to the present americans at the gate explores the reasons behind the remarkable changes to
american refugee policy laws and programs carl bon tempo looks at the hungarian cuban and indochinese
refugee crises and he examines major pieces of legislation including the refugee relief act and the 1980 refugee
act he argues that the american commitment to refugees in the post 1945 era occurred not just because of
foreign policy imperatives during the cold war but also because of particular domestic developments within the
united states such as the red scare the civil rights movement the rise of the right and partisan electoral politics
using a wide variety of sources and documents americans at the gate considers policy and law developments in
connection with the organization and administration of refugee programs some images inside the book are
unavailable due to digital copyright restrictions

Dressed For War
2020-02-06

magnificent dressed for war works on many levels as an evocation of an uncommon time as a celebration of an
uncommon woman as pure unalloyed fun lucy davies daily telegraph dressed for war the story of audrey withers
vogue editor extraordinaire from the blitz to the swinging sixties is the untold story of our most iconic fashion
magazine in its most formative years in the second world war it was an era when wartime exigencies gave its
editor audrey withers the chance to forge an identity for it that went far beyond stylish clothes in doing so she
set herself against the style and preoccupations of vogue s mothership in new york and her often sticky
relationship with its formidable editor edna woolman chase became a strong dynamic in the vogue story but
vogue had a good war with great writers and top flight photographers including lee miller and cecil beaton who
loathed each other sending images and reports from europe and much further afield detailing the plight of the
countries and people living amid war torn europe audrey withers deft handling of her star contributors and the
importance she placed on reflecting people s lives at home give this slice of literary history a real edge with
official and personal correspondence researched from the magazine s archives in london and in new york
dressed for war tells the marvellous story of the titanic struggle between the personalities that shaped the
magazine for the latter half of the twentieth century and beyond

Catalogue of Title-entries of Books and Other Articles Entered in
the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, Under the
Copyright Law ... Wherein the Copyright Has Been Completed by
the Deposit of Two Copies in the Office
1956

how do we understand glamour has it empowered women or turned them into objects once associated with
modernity and the cutting edge is it entirely bound up with nostalgia and tradition this unique and fascinating
book tells the story of glamour it explores the changing meanings of the word its relationship to femininity and
fashion and its place in twentieth century social history using a rich variety of sources from women s magazines
and film to social surveys and life histories carol dyhouse examines with wit and insight the history and meaning
of costume cosmetics perfume and fur dyhouse disentangles some of the arguments surrounding femininity
appearance and power directly addressing feminist concerns the book explores historical contexts in which
glamour served as an expression of desire in women and an assertion of entitlement to the pleasures of
affluence finally arguing that glamour can t simply be dismissed as oppressive or as male fantasy but can carry
celebratory meanings for women



Catalog of Copyright Entries
1958

aggressive product placement and retail tie ins are as much a part of moviemaking today as high concept
scripts and computer generated special effects but this phenomenon is hardly recent since the silent era
hollywood studios have proved remarkably adept at advertising both their own products and a bewildering
variety of consumer commodities successfully promoting the idea of consumption itself hollywood goes
shopping brings together leading film studies scholars to explore the complex and sometimes contradictory
relationship between american cinema and consumer culture providing an innovative reading of both film
history and the evolution of consumerism in the twentieth century

Glamour
2013-04-04

peter sculthorpe who died in 2014 remains australia s best known composer and is widely held to be the most
important creative musical spirit the country has produced beautifully written and fastidiously researched this
authorised biography provides an insight into sculthorpe s formation years his quest for personal voice and his
arrival through many creative friendships and collaborations at a place in the collective heart of the nation it
charts the realisation of a youthful vocation to become not merely a composer but an australian composer
graeme skinner s biography is also a social history examining sculthorpe s unique role in the creation of
australian musical modernism in the 1960s an important era in australia s cultural evolution

Margaret Mead
2015-06-03

presenting the history of corsetry and body sculpture this edition shows how the relationship between fashion
and sex is closely bound up with sexual self expression it demonstrates how the use of the corset rejected the
role of the passive maternal woman so that in victorian times it was seen as a scandalous threat to the social
order

Hollywood Goes Shopping
2000

a rare exploration into the unknown life of alan suzuki the son of daisetsu and the writer of tokyo boogie woogie

Peter Sculthorpe
2015-10-01

the hamptons are hot gordon who grew up there traces the invention of the idea of the hamptons as a resort for
the elite of new york city and shows how various forces including artists real estate developers and media
professionals transformed what had been a quiet rural place into a modern and worldwide phenomenon 175
illustrations

Fashion and Fetishism
2006-08-24

stella adler 1901 92 trained many well known american actors yet throughout much of her career her influence
was overshadowed by lee strasberg director of the actors studio in beyond method stella adler and the male
actor scott balcerzak focuses on adler s teachings and how she challenged strasberg s psychological focus on
the actor s self by promoting an empathetic and socially engaged approach to performance employing archived



studio transcripts and recordings balcerzak examines adler s lessons in technique characterization and script
analysis as they reflect the background of the teacher illustrating her time studying with constantin stanislavski
her yiddish theatre upbringing and her encyclopedic knowledge of drama through this lens beyond method
resituates the performances of some of her famous male students through an expansive understanding of the
discourses of acting the book begins by providing an overview of the gender and racial classifications associated
with the male method actor and discussing white maleness in the mid twentieth century the first chapter
explores the popular press s promotion of method stars during the 1950s as an extension of strasberg s rise in
celebrity at the same time adler s methodology was defining actor performance as a form of social engagement
rather than just personal expression welcoming an analysis of onscreen masculinity as culturally fluid the
chapters that follow serve as case studies of some of adler s most famous students in notable roles marlon
brando in a streetcar named desire 1951 and the missouri breaks 1976 robert de niro in taxi driver 1976 henry
winkler in happy days 1974 84 and mark ruffalo in the avengers age of ultron 2015 balcerzak concludes that the
presence of adler altered the trajectory of onscreen maleness through a promotion of a relatively complex view
of gender identity not found in other classrooms beyond method considers stella adler as not only an effective
teacher of acting but also an engaging and original thinker providing us a new way to consider performances of
maleness on the screen film and theater scholars as well as those interested in gender studies are sure to
benefit from this thorough study

A critical assessment
1957

the most ambitious and personal account ever written about hollywood s most gracious star audrey hepburn by
barry paris is a moving portrayal the new york times book review that truly captures the woman who captured
our hearts with the insights of family and friends who never before spoke to a hepburn biographer and never
before published photographs paris has created an in depth portrait of the actress from her childhood in nazi
occupied europe through her legendary career and into her un ambassadorship

The Canadian Patent Office Record and Register of Copyrights
2022-06-20

a memoir of creativity chronicles one woman s life journey as she derives a theory revealing meaning in
abstract painting from varied personal and professional experiences and tells how she locates this theory within
a broader social context in 1966 piri halasz became the first woman within living memory to write a cover story
for time and not just any cover story either the notorious one on swinging london with wit and wisdom she
provides a glimpse into her red diaper childhood as well as reporting on her climb at time from research to the
writing staff vividly she describes her controversial career as a female journalist during the sixties offering an
inside view of newsweekly rivalries during that tempestuous decade halasz then moves on to her initiation into
the art world her lively interaction with some of its most distinguished denizens and her immersion in graduate
school she concludes with what she has learned about art art history and history itself since the early eighties
applying that knowledge to better understand the twenty first century through sharing her life story halasz
encourages others to remain open to new experiences to try different ways of seeing and to use creativity to
tackle hurdles

The Wrightsman Collection. Vols. 1 and 2, Furniture, Gilt Bronze
and Mounted Porcelain, Carpets
1957-07

contains the full texts of all tax court decisions entered from oct 24 1942 to date with case table and topical
index



Tokyo Boogie-woogie and D.T. Suzuki
2001-05

in precocious charms gaylyn studlar examines how hollywood presented female stars as young girls or girls on
the verge of becoming women child stars are part of this study but so too are adult actresses who created
motion picture masquerades of youthfulness studlar details how mary pickford shirley temple deanna durbin
elizabeth taylor jennifer jones and audrey hepburn performed girlhood in their films she charts the multifaceted
processes that linked their juvenated star personas to a wide variety of cultural influences ranging from
victorian sentimental art to new look fashion from nineteenth century children s literature to post world war ii
sexology and from grand opera to 1930s radio comedy by moving beyond the general category of woman
precocious charms leads to a new understanding of the complex pleasures hollywood created for its audience
during the half century when film stars were a major influence on america s cultural imagination

Scientific Canadian Mechanics' Magazine and Patent Office Record
2018-06-25

throughout the twentieth century the ready to wear industry fashion journalism and mass media advertising
fueled one another s success by identifying an ever widening consumer class and fanning the desire to be
fashionable through more than six hundred fashion ads that appeared in vogue from the magazine s debut in
1893 through the next ten decades hill documents not only this symbiosis but also an evolution in american
fashion society and culture in rich progression the images document metamorphoses from alabaster victorian
homemaker to painted flapper in just a generation from conformist fifties mom to miniskirt clad iconoclast only
a decade later from power suited yuppie of the eighties to the techno self stylist of the new millennium in this
long view of interactions that shaped much much more than the fashion hill offers a comprehensive
examination and resource for students and professionals in fashion and business history popular culture
advertising marketing and women s studies

Weekend Utopia
2001-09-01

lawrence alloway 1926 90 was one of the most influential and widely respected art writers of the postwar years
a key interpreter of pop art abstraction and land art he was also involved with the realist revival and the early
feminist movement in art art and pluralism provides close and critical readings of alloway s writings and sets his
work in the context of the london and new york art worlds from the 1950s to the early 1980s nigel whiteley
underlines the particular importance of pluralism and its relationship with the artistic value systems that
bookended it formalism and postmodernism shedding new light on postwar visual culture as a whole

Beyond Method
2009

includes part 1 number 1 2 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january
december

Audrey Hepburn
1962

clothing and fashion accessories can serve as valuable primary sources for learning about our history this
unique book examines daily life in 20th century america through the lens of fashion and clothing this collection
explores fashion artifacts from daily life to shed light on key aspects of the social life and culture of americans in
the 20th century artifacts from american fashion covers forty five essential articles of fashion or accessories
chosen to illuminate significant areas of daily life and history including politics world events and war



transportation and technology home and work life art and entertainment health sport and leisure and
alternative cultures youth ethnic queer and counter culture through these artifacts readers can follow the major
events social movements cultural shifts and technological developments that shaped our daily life in the u s a
world war i soldier s helmet opens a vista onto the horrors of trench warfare during world war i while the dress
of a typical 1920 s flapper speaks volumes about america women s changing role during prohibition and the jazz
age similarly a homemade feedsack dress illuminates the world of the great depression while the bikini ushers
us into the atomic age here such artificacts tell the story of twentieth century daily life in america

A Memoir of Creativity
1962

this book surveys the breadth richness and meaning of duke ellington s celebrated career examining his impact
on jazz music and its surrounding culture

Tax Court Memorandum Decisions
2013-01-15

charleston south carolina today enjoys a reputation as a destination city for cultural and heritage tourism in a
golden haze of memory stephanie e yuhl looks back to the crucial period between 1920 and 1940 when local
leaders developed charle

T.C. Memorandum Decisions
1957

for british playwright john osborne there are no brave causes only people who muddle through life who hurt and
are often hurt in return this study deals with osborne s complete oeuvre and critically examines its form and
technique the function of the gaze its construction of gender and the relationship between osborne s life and
work gilleman has also traced the evolution of osborne s reception by turning to critical reviews at the beginning
of each chapter
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